Acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF) is a new type of light splitter with fast tuning, stable structure and portability. In this paper, a hyperspectral microscopic imaging system is constructed by combining non-collinear AOTF with optical inverted microscopy. The feasibility of data augmentation based on hyperspectral images for object detection of skin squamous cell carcinoma is studied. The hyperspectral images collected from unstained sections of skin squamous cell carcinoma are processed into dataset. At the same time, the mature open source object detection model is selected and trained for 20,000 times. Using the trained model to detect the lesion area of other unstained sections, it is found that the model trained by hyperspectral image dataset has a good ability to distinguish the non-lesion area, and there is no false detection. And the model has a relatively accurate detection ability for large lesion area, but the results of the model for small lesion area are not ideal. After analysis, it is considered that the number of samples can be increased firstly, especially in small lesions, and the same to the hyperspectral images. In addition, the model for lesion detection can be further optimized. By increasing the complexity of the model, the model can learn more details and information in the image during the training process. The preliminary results of the experiment prove that hyperspectral imaging is feasible for data augmentation of lesion object detection dataset. This paper provides a new method for the object detection data augmentation of skin squamous cell carcinoma.
INTRODUCTION
As a new kind of electrically tuned spectroscopic device, acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF) has the characteristics of stable structure, fast tuning and high portability. The main components of AOTF are acousto-optic crystal and piezoelectric transducer [1] . The piezoelectric transducer converts the electrical signal into ultrasonic wave, which causes the Bragg diffraction of the incident light in the crystal. There is a one-to-one match between the central wavelength of the diffraction light and the frequency of the electric signal. By changing the frequency of the electric signal, the central wavelength of the diffracted light can be changed and the tunable filtering can be finally realized.
Spectral imaging can collect the spectral information and image information of samples at the same time, so as to analyze and study the samples in many ways. With the high spectral resolution of AOTF, hyperspectral microscopic imaging of biological tissues can be realized, and then image analysis and spectral analysis of biological tissues can be carried out. It plays an important role in biological tissue detection and pathological examination [1] [2] [3] .
With the increase of global temperature, the amount of ultraviolet radiation people receive increases. This indirectly led to the occurrence of various types of skin cancer, skin squamous cell carcinoma is one of them. Therefore, further research on rapid detection of skin squamous cell carcinoma becomes very critical.
In this study, a hyperspectral microscopic imaging system is constructed by using non-collinear AOTF and optical inverted microscopy. Hyperspectral microscopic imaging information of unstained skin squamous cell carcinoma sections are collected in visible bands after acoustic-optical filtering. The hyperspectral image data set is made and trained by using open source deep learning model. Finally, the object detection of lesion area is done on other unstained sections. This study hopes to provide a new method of data augmentation for object detection in lesion area of skin squamous cell carcinoma.
PRINCIPLE
TeO2 (Tellurium dioxide) is a typical acousto-optic crystal, which is often used in abnormal acousto-optic devices. Inside TeO2, the sound velocity of ultrasonic waves propagating along [110] direction is very low, about 616m/s. So TeO2 has high acousto-optic value and high diffraction efficiency [2, 3] .
Acousto-optic crystal TeO2 is a uniaxial crystal (neglecting its optical rotation), there are two intrinsic modes of light waves propagating inside: ordinary light (circular wavefront) and extraordinary light (elliptical wavefront). Their wavefronts are tangent to the optical axis. This makes the vector triangle relationship satisfied by the incident light wave vector, the diffracted light wave vector and the acoustic wave vector. At the same time, the incident and diffracted light wave vectors are parallel to each other in the tangent of the corresponding doctoral surface, which satisfies the condition of momentum tangent parallelism. When the incident angle changes slightly, the change of refractive index with the angle of birefringence can compensate for the momentum mismatch caused by the angle change [4] [5] [6] . This forms the theoretical basis of large angle aperture AOTF.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this paper, a hyperspectral imaging system based on acousto-optic tunable filter is constructed by combining a optical inverted microscope with a non-collinear AOTF. The system structure is shown in Figure 1 . As can be seen from Figure 4 (a) and (b), the model trained by hyperspectral image dataset has not been misdetected. In Figure 4 (c), the large area of keratosis is in the majority, it is found that the model detects relatively large keratinized areas accurately, and there are omissions in small keratinized areas. In Fig. 4 (d) , the small area of keratosis is in the majority, three of them are detected relatively accurately by the model, and the other keratinized areas had the situation of missing detection.
Ten regions
Undiffracted and diffracted lights of different central wavelengths. Thus, the hyperspectral imaging system based on non-collinear AOTF can achieve the effect of physical data augmentation without changing the acquisition area. Because of the tunable performance of AOTF, hyperspectral imaging system can tune the central wavelength of diffracted light arbitrarily in the visible wavelength range, and obtain image data with different characteristics in the same region. The model trained by hyperspectral image data set has good discriminant ability for lesion tissues of non-squamous cell carcinoma, and no false detection will occur. It also has good object detection ability for moderate and large keratinized areas. But, in the detection of small keratinized area, the trained model is not good enough. After analysis, although hyperspectral imaging provides physical data augmentation for object detection of diseased tissues, the hyperspectral imaging dataset in this experiment is relatively small. The performance of lesion object detection could be improved by increasing the number of imaging areas in the dataset and collecting more hyperspectral images under different central wavelength diffraction lights. But the preliminary results of the experiment are encouraging.
Secondly, the deep learning model for object detection can be further optimized. Increasing the complexity of the neural network in the model can enable it to learn more image features in the training process.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a hyperspectral micro-imaging system is built by combining non-collinear AOTF with optical inverted microscopy. The hyperspectral micro-images of unstained sections of skin squamous cell carcinoma are collected. The images are made into hyperspectral image dataset, and the micro-images of other unstained sections are detected by using the model trained by the dataset.
The main conclusions are as follows: hyperspectral microscopic imaging system can provide more image data in the same lesion area, and play a role in physical data augmentation. In the case of limited number of imaging samples, it has played 
a very helpful role in the data augmentation of the dataset. When the number of lesion samples is very limited, the model trained with self-made hyperspectral image dataset can distinguish non-lesion images very accurately, and it also has good detection ability for lesion areas with large keratinized area. The detection effect is not good in the small keratinized area.
The analysis shows that there are two aspects to improve the direction. One is to increase the number of lesion samples, including a certain number of small lesion areas. The other is to improve the structure of the deep learning model, deepen the layers of neural network, so that the model can learn more details and information in the images. In conclusion, the hyperspectral imaging system based on non-collinear AOTF can provide an effective data augmentation method for object detection in lesion areas of skin squamous cell carcinoma.
